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Common understanding:
• Underutilization of ADR in ISDS

• Need to overcome structural or policy impediment to implement 
mediation within States

• Need legal certainty on the use of meditation and an appropriate 
legal framework 

• Not all disputes are suitable for mediation  

• Need to avoid unintended consequences derived from ADR

• The public interest shall be taken into consideration in the 
mediation process

Working Group III: Key Takeaways on Mediation
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WG’s requests to the Secretariat:
• Interest in pursuing further work on mediation and other forms 

of ADR, with a view to ensure that ADR could be more 
effectively used

• Request to prepare guidelines and best practices on ISDS 
mediation

• Request to develop or adapt rules for mediation in the ISDS
context as well as model clauses
- to be used in investment treaties or

- to form part of a potential multilateral instrument on ISDS reform

Working Group III: Key Takeaways on Mediation
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2. Why a Multilateral Instrument on ISDS Reform?
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Why a Multilateral Instrument on ISDS Reform?
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• Not all States face the same concerns

• Not all States need, want, or are in a position to implement the 
same solutions at the same time

• To attain the widest possible participation of States in reformed 
ISDS, we need to provide a flexible framework to independently 
implement reform solutions

• Need certainty on how to implement the hard fought consensus 
reached in WG III on the various reform options, including 
mediation



• The Multilateral Instrument can provide a framework to 
implement reform solution, including mediation, when they are 
ripe

• The Multilateral Instrument could contribute to achieve 
uniformity of the applicable procedural norms, and thus 
consistency and coherence of the investment regime as a whole

• The Multilateral Instrument will enable countries to efficiently 
update their networks of older-style bilateral investment treaties 

Why a Multilateral Instrument on ISDS Reform?
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3. Could a Multilateral Instrument on ISDS Reform 

Encourage the Use of Mediation?
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CHALLENGES:

• Ineffective mediation legal framework

• Unwillingness to assume responsibility for voluntary settlements

• Resistance to mandatory mediation

• Practical considerations
• Unfamiliarity with and misperception of the use of mediation in ISDS 
• Timing 
• Lack of coordination of relevant state entities
• Strained relationship between the investor and the State 

Could a Multilateral Instrument Encourage
the Use of Mediation?
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CHALLENGE: 
• Ineffective Mediation Legal Framework

ADDRESSED BY THE MULTILATERAL INSTRUMENT (“MI”)? Yes

▪ The MI permits the incorporation of ISDS mediation in older IIAs

▪ The MI could incorporate a sophisticated mediation mechanism 
developed by States multilaterally on the basis of best-practice:
- Draft ICSID Mediation Rules
- Modern IIAs

▪ The MI could make available to all States a carefully drafted and 
uniform legal framework for effective ISDS Mediation 

Could a Multilateral Instrument Encourage
the Use of Mediation?
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CHALLENGE: 
• State officials’ unwillingness to assume responsibility for voluntary 

settlements

ADDRESSED BY MI? Yes

• Incorporating ISDS mediation in the MI 

• May increase confidence in the mechanism

• May promote it as an adequate means to resolve ISDS disputes and 
justify its use in the eyes of State authorities

Could a Multilateral Instrument Encourage
the Use of Mediation?
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CHALLENGE: 
• Resistance to mandatory mediation

ADDRESSED BY MI? Yes, but….

▪ Mandatory mediation could deter the objective of fostering its use

▪ “Not all disputes are suitable for mediation”

▪ Need to ensure the representation of public interest in the mediation 
process, including transparency

Could a Multilateral Instrument encourage
the Use of mediation?
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CHALLENGE: 
• Practical challenges (e.g. timing, coordination within State, 

relationship with investor, misperception of mediation in ISDS)

ADDRESSED BY MI? Yes and No

• MI could incorporate a provision providing flexibility to use 
mediation at all times, including before relation with investor is 
broken

• Different initiatives will be necessary to overcome other challenges:

▪ Ensure national regulations provide for a coordinated response

▪ Increase understanding of system and capacity building

Could a Multilateral Instrument Encourage
the Use of Mediation?
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Thank you! 
muranb@subrei.gob.cl
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